
categories of being exist in a realm which is impossible to "diagram" in
models making use of two or even three dimensions. Material relating
to the Gothic tradition should be compared to that of the other
(especially the Norse) Germanic terminologies in order to understand
the Gothic mind thoroughly. A convenient represtatation of the Norse
material can be found in Runelore by Thorsson (Weiser, 1987, pp. 167-
173)

aha gamunds

hugs

wilja

Figure 3.1: The Configuration of the Gothic Soul

Funerary Customs

In the absence of autochthonous texts one of the ways to discover
something of the indigenous ideas about the soul is to analyze the
various ways in which the bodies of the dead were treated. From ea i lv
on it appears that the Goths practiced a mixture of inhumation (bur ia l )
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mid cremation (burning) the bodies of the dead. In the case of
< imiution, the ashes were usually subsequently buried in urns. It also
nppears, however, that the Goths gave up the practice of cremation
Imrly early on. (Helm, pp. 10-11)

Both inhumantion and cremation aim to achieve similar goals in the
(leimanic culture. Inhumation returns the body to the earthly, or
• hihonic realm, through the slow decomposition of the body in Mother
I'.in i l l . While cremation effects an immediate and dramatic
ilrrtimposition of the elements of the body by fire and returns it to
hilher Sky. In general cremation was preferred by warriors and kings
nl i he second and first functions in Indo-European times. But in either

^rave mounds could be erected as memorials to the dead ancestor.
In ancient times graves most typically had what are called "grave

(JIMids" deposited in them. These are objects, practical and symbolic,
i n . 11 .ire placed in the grave so that the departed will have use of them

in ihr next world. Most typically, warriors would have weapons, etc.
i i i -vcr, in the case of the Goths it has been noticed that their
" imi i ia i ion graves have no weapons as grave goods. (Helm p. 12ff.) On

the oilier hand, the Vandals, a related East Germanic tribe did have
Wf>ii|>oiis as grave goods. It appears that the Goths, although often a
W M i l i K r people in the earthly world, emphasized the idea of the

i .' paradise less than other East Germanic peoples did.
Aminatas Procopius (De bello Vandalico 1,21) reports that there was

mil l ihf practice of cremation in special circumstances among the
' i i > i The Eruli (De bello Goth. II, 14) are said to kill and burn the

id li m i l l old. Sidionius Apollinaris (Epist. 3,3 [470]) says that the
Vui| | i illiN burned their dead in their wagons after the battle of Clermont
N||II|IINI lutl icius.

' n i i l i i i history provides several examples of famous funerals given
M M m s well-known individuals which we can examine for more

nun.
Alln Ins untimely death, the Visigothic king Alaric was buried in

luidnnes (XXX.158) describes the circumstances of his funeral as
ivVI

I UN people mourned for him with the utmost affection. Then turning
i . . . i n I I N course the river Busentus near the city of Consentia~for
ih lN Ni i rum flows with its wholesome waters from the foot of a
. . . . .m i l m i near that city-they led a band of captives into the midst of
Mi liril lo dig out a place for his grave. In the depths of this pit they
i .in ml Aliiric, together with many treasures, and then turned the

.1.11 Imik into Iheir channel. And that none might ever know the
r i i . r, ilicy put lo death all the diggers. They bestowed the kingdom
nl On ViM^ui l i s on Athavulf his kinsman, a man of imposing

. i v m i l l f.u-ai spirit; for though not tall of stature, he was
tllMlii||ulNlird lor beauty of face and form
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inhabited world, the world of men, etc." This Gothic word answers so
perfectly to ON midgardr, OE middangeard, OS middelgard, and OHG
mittilgart, that there can be no doubt that both the form of the word
and the concept are elements inherited from common Germanic times.

As with so much else in the Gothic world the cosmology remains
something which we can not be entirely sure about. However, in its
broad outlines we can be sure that it reflected the general polar axis
model of an upper and lower realm connected through the middle by a
place inhabited by humanity, the center of the world.

Cultic Forms
Now that we have looked at the nature of the human being, the

idealized divine forms and the structure of the world according to the
pagan Goths, we next want to delve into me technologies used by them
in order to communicate with (he higher realms of the ideal (divine)
world, as well as forge solidarity and organization in this world. This
latter motivation was extremely important to the ancient Goths due to
the fact that they were so mobile that it was not settled landscapes, but
rather social order and cohesion which gave them their sense of identity
and stability in the world.

There are certain technical features of cultic activity, such as the
tools or implements used, the timing of the rituals, the location of the
ritual, the personalities of the active agents in the ritual, as well as the
general symbolic acts performed. All of the factors combined give
shape to a ritual or cultic technology the principal purpose of which is
to organize and focus the spiritual life of the folk and to communicate,
both actively and passively with a higher level of spiritual organization
(e.g. the gods). The main act of this sort of communication is the
sacrifice, i.e. the sending of gifts to the gods in exchange for what they
have already given the folk or what they are bound to give them.

Timing
Religious ceremonies or rituals are usually done at specific times.

These may be on the occasion of some special event, such as victory in
battle, or more usually at certain times determined more or less by
natural or celestial events. For example, the popular assembly of the
Goths is reported always to begin at dawn. (Apollinaris Sidonius
Carmina VII, 452ff.) The Lex Visigothorum Recessvindana (VI. 2, 3)
prohibits sacrificing at night to "demons." It is likely that this
prohibition refers to the worship of the pagan gods, who might have on
occasion originally been worshipped at night, or it may be an example
of the old religion being forced into darkness and hiding.

Apparently the ancient Goths made it a part of their religious
practice to perform certain rituals at the time of the full moon. This
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idea is obliquely referred to in Ulfilas' translation of the Bible. In
Colossians 2.16 there is reference to the observation of the new moon
(a Jewish religious practice), but this apparently made no sense to
Ulfilas, and he replaces the idea of the new moon with one relating to
the full moon (Go.fullibe).

There was probably a springtime ritual circuit made by an image of
a deity in a wagon pulled by animals. This appears to be the kind of rite
we find reported by Tacitus (Germania ch. 40) concerning the goddess
Nerthus, and one we hear of later in Sweden in which the image of the
god Freyr is similarly caused to go about on a springtime circuit. The
purpose is to bring the powerful organic blessings of the gods or
goddess to the land and animals. The function of these rituals, added to
the fact that in the two historical examples of a similar practice the case
could be made that they are in celebration of Vanic deities further leads
some scholars to point to the Vanic character of much of the Gothic
cult. (Helm, 1937, pp. 59-60)

Sozomenos in his Historia ecclesiastica (VI, 37) reports that
Athanaric sent just such a huge wagon out and commanded that any
Christian who would not worship it should be put to death. This
occurred in the year 348. Sozomenos tries to make it sound like
Athanaric sent the wagon out with the expressed purpose of discovering
Christians, when it was probably just a part of an annual ritual. The
fact that the Christians would not worship the image of their
community simply showed the king that he had subjects who were
disloyal to the folk-group and not a part of the popular solidarity. In
modern terms the refusal of the Christians was as much a "political"
crime as it was a "religious" one.

In the religious technical terminology of the Goths a periodic
festival, one which occurs at regular intervals of time, is called a dulbs
"festival," while the verb dulbjan means "to celebrate a festival."

We know that the pagan Goths knew Yule and practiced it. The
fragmentary Gothic calendar calls November fruma Jiuleis, i.e. the
month before Yule. Also in the in the 10th century in Byzantium in
December there occurred a festival which they still called the
"Gothicum." This was the remnant of the old Gothic Yule-tide or
Christmas celebration.

Priests
In De bello Gallico (VI.21) Caesar makes the famous statement that

the Germans do not have "druids" (nam neque druides habenf). This
has been interpreted as meaning that they had no professional separate
class of society which has a purely religious function, as the druids
were in the Celtic world. The ancient Germanic peoples certainly had
priests of various kinds as the linguistic data shows and subsequent
commentators and historians such as Tacitus describe priestly functions.
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objects. They were never used in combat, and were decorated with
symbols of religious meaning and tribal affiliations. The ritual and
symbolic uses of spears in Germanic culture are well documented and
extremely archaic. Tacitus notes that the young man, when he comes of
age, is invested with a shield and spear by his father (Germania ch. 13).
The spear is seen as a legal symbol and one of sovereign power. (Jan de
Vries 1956-57, II, 13-14)

Rings

One of the most spectacular examples of Gothic religious symbology
is represented by the now fragmentary ring of Pietroassa. The details on
this particular ring are more fully discussed in chapter 4. It is known
that the earliest reported symbol of Germanic kingship is not the crown
but the neck ring, and it appears that this is what the ring of Pietroassa
actually is. Its original function is a matter for further discussion,
however, it appears that the treasure of which it was a part was not a
hidden "temple treasure," but rather a votive offering or sacrifice
(Helm 1937, p. 47).

Rings are an important part of the symbolic temple equipment
reported from the Viking Age. The oath or altar ring is mentioned in
several accounts in the Icelandic literature (de Vries 1956-57, I, 390).
The best single description is thai found in chapter 4 of the Eyrbyggja
saga. This account lists objects such as a solid ring weighing twenty
ounces, upon which the people swore oaths. It is further said that the
priest wore the ring on his arm at public meetings. Here we are
reminded of a letter written by bishop Ambrosius of Milan in the year
381, which mentions the fact that the Gothic Arian priests wore such
arm-rings and that the bishop condemns this practice as a heathen one.

Kettles

The use of symbolic vessels, especially cauldrons or kettles by the
Goths also appears to have had a special importance. Such vessels were
an indispensable part of the semi-nomadic life-style led by the Goths
for many centuries. The steppe peoples in general were known for their
vessels of this kind. In Norse mythic literature there is a famous
account of a kettle found in the Hymiskvi5a in the Poetic Edda. This
kettle is necessary for the brewing of the mead for a religious feast. The
myth contained in this poem has been compared to an Indian myth
about the god's acquisition of the divine amrita (de Vries 1956-57, II,
132). This would perhaps be of some help in explaining the importance
of the Gothic letter name for the ru-sound, *luair, "kettle" (O).
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Magic and Divination

Magic and divination are classic categories to be investigated.
However, the categories were probably not as neatly separated out from
the rest of religion, or from each other, in pre-Christian times. The
distinction appears to be a largely political or social one, between pre-
establishment and antiestablishment activities which either promote the
general welfare and solidarity of the folk, or which detract from
general well-being or lead to the disintegration of the folk. In other
words, the king, chieftains and heads of families may have conducted
rites using the same technologies and methods used by what would be
called "witches." The difference was in the perceived aims of the
rites— either constructive or destruvtive toward the welfare of the
culture.

Magic
Magic is the use of symbolic communication in order to operate

within reality, either to cause things to change which usually would not
change, or to prevent or preserve from change those things which
would ordinarily change. Traditionally magic is marked by its
occasional, rather than regular, daily, or seasonal use.

There is no Gothic word recorded for "magic" or "sorcery" per se.
This is for the most part due to the fact that the passages of the Bible
which might have given us these terms have not survived.

Female necromancers — those who were able to call upon the spirits
of the dead in order to elicit information — were called haljarunos.
This term appears to be a common Germanic one, since it also occurs in
Old English hellerune and Old High German helliruna both also
indicating a sorceress.

The story of Filimer's distrust of the sorceresses known as the
haljarunos (Jordanes XXIV, 12Iff.) is reflected many centuries later in
the Norse Havamal (stanza 155), where we read about O5inn, god of
magic and kings, advising rune-magicians about how to combat
practitioners of malevolent sorcery.

Gothic laws such as the Lex Visigothorum Recessvindana and the
Leges Burgundionum, written in Latin and from Roman times,
nevertheless testify to the general belief in the malificent acts of witches
to harm human health and crops. It must always be assumed that when
there are laws against something, it is something which is either
practiced by people, or something of which the population has a
concrete fear. These nefarious acts include the preparation of magical
drinks (venena), the tying of knots (ligamenta) designed to harm people
or plants. In the case of the harm done to people by these magical
knots, there is specific mention of the idea that such sorcery could rob
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men of their voice. There is also specific mention of the opening of
graves and desecrating them (L.V.R. XI, 2,2). This activity was
probably undertaken by sorcerers to obtain certain body parts for use in
specific magical spells. In these same laws there are some reports of
incantationes for causing bad weather, and the use of invocatio, the
calling on demons, either in voice or in writing, to make men lose their
right senses (Helm 1937, pp. 26-8).

Divination

Typically in the Germanic world divination, that is the obtaining of
information from the divine world, or from the fabric of the world
itself, took place in three types of operations. One is the direct
accessing of the world of the spirits or demigods by a seeress. This is a
direct, but subjective operation. This may have been part of the
repertoire of the haljarunos, as the etymology of the word would seem
to suggest this. Another two types of operations fall under a more
objective category. These are the observation of signs or omens in the
world and the casting of lots (perhaps with the aid of runes).

The taking of omens is indicated by the Gothic word taikns, "sign,
wonder" which translates Greek ormeiov (semeion) This Germanic root
is found in other Germanic languages with similar meanings, e.g. (OE
tdcn, and OHG zeihhan). It also seems to have been borrowed into
Finnish in Proto-Germanic times as taika (Helm 1937, p. 29). Biblical
references to a wondrous sign, Greek TETKXI; or crr||HEiov are translated
by Gothic fauratani, which literally means a foretelling sign. An
example of this in pagan times would be the account concerning the
Vandals in which an eagle is seen as a bird that provides certain "signs"
(Procopius De bello Vandalico 1,4). Concerning the casting of lots,
Jordanes reports (LVI, 283) that the Goths cast lots to determine
whether or not to go to war.

Myths and Legends

No myths or legends of the Goths themselves survive in their own
language. But their fame and reputation was so great that other
Germanic peoples recorded many such legends relating to the Goths.
Most of these belong to the heroic cycle of myth as well as to the genre
of legends attached to historical figures such as Theordoric the Great.

Some scholars of the early part of the century were of the belief that
the Goths were responsible for everything great in the Germanic culture
due to their early contact with the Greeks. These scholars thought, for
example, that Eddie mythology was of Gothic origin. There is no hard
evidence of this, so such a theory must be doubted. Likewise the theory
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that the Goths were the inventors of the runes based on Greek models
must be abandoned. The runes date from before any Gothic migration
to the area near the Greeks. However, it is not unlikely that elements of
the runic tradition might have been influenced by the Goths, as it is
certainly true that 1) the Goths had great prestige in the North and 2)
there was regular and ongoing contact between the Goths and their
original homeland in Scandinavia and the Baltic region.

In Germanic heroic mythology there are two great cycles of tales,
known as the Nibelungen-Cycle and the Dietrich-Cycle. Epic and poetic
literature connected with these cycles survive in Old Norse, Old High
German Middle High German and Old English. Both of these cycles of
literature are connected to legendary material which often has ties to the
history of East Germanic tribes— especially the Burgundians and the

The Burgundians were the tribe into which the (Cheruskan?) Sigurd
came and which was attacked by the Huns along the Rhine in 436 CE.
The latter part of the Nibelungen story is a legendary account of the
interactions between the Burgundians and Huns. Literary works which
relate to this cycle include the Middle High German Niebelungenlied
and Klage, the Old Norse Volsunga saga, and various other works in
Old Norse and early modern German.

On the other hand, the Dietrich of the second cycle of legends
reflects the German form of the name otherwise recorded as I>i5rekr or
Theordoric, and is mythic account of the heroes at the court of
Theodoric 'the Great in his Ostrogothic Kingdom. Literary sources
which relate to this cycle include the Old Norse Pidreks saga af Bern,
the Old High German Hildebrantslied, and several other works. For a
convenient survey of this literature see Edward R. Haymes' Heroic
Legends of the North (Garland, 1996). It should be noted that the
Pioreks saga af Bern, although surviving only in Old Norse (having
been complied in Norway around 1200 CE), is actually a translation of
an older Old Low German text, which has disappeared.

Gothic culture was significantly influenced by the cultures it
encountered in from the Russian steppe to the Balkans. It should be
remembered, however, that the influence of some of these non-
Germanic peoples on Germanic culture goes right back to the time
when the Germanic peoples were first differentiating themselves from
other Indo-European groups in northern Europe. The Northern Iranian
horse-cultures, the Scythians and Sarmatians, interacted with the
Germanic (as well as Slavic and to a lesser extent Celtic) peoples of
central and eastern Europe from as early as 700 BCE. The symbiosis
between and among these peoples led to confusion on the part of
classical authors as to the identity of certain groups. Goths were often
confused with "Scythians," and the other way around.
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As far as the lasting effects of pre-Christian religion on Gothic
culture in general, Helm (1937, p. 64) cites the following:

1) Respect for and attention to omens and signs
2) Deep feeling of ancestral bond and tribal solidarity
3) Importance of the oath (Go. aifrs) and swearing (swerari) and

swearing falsely ufarswaran — with the invocation of fate and an
ensuing harsh form of self-cursing in those cases when oaths were
broken.

In summary it can be said that the substance of pre-Christian Gothic
tradition— their religion and other aspects of their ideological culture
differed very little from the other Germanic tribes. Most apparent
differences are probably the result of defective or sparse source
material. What was unique about the Goths was their extreme sense of
identity and group solidarity in the face of hostile surroundings and
their ability to succeed in an extraordinary way over several centuries
while maintaining their identity and solidarity. It should also be noted
that the Goths seem to have had a certain genius for interacting
productively with non-Germanic peoples— especially the Northern
Iranian peoples. Of the Migration Age Germanic tribes, it is the Goths
and the Franks and the Anglo-Saxons who succeeded best while having
migrated far outside what had been age-old Germanic territories or
areas immediately adjacent to them. The Anglo-Saxons succeeded
because they moved into a power vacuum— southern Britain was
abandoned by the Romans and the Saxons, Angles and Jutes moved in.
The Franks succeeded by making an alliance with Rome and the Roman
Christians against the other Germanic tribes. But the Goths moved into
the very heart of the old empire, challenged it in its own heartland, and
were victorious. It is this level of historically heroic success coupled
with the strong Gothic sense of identity (aided by its peculiar religion)
which made the Goths the stuff of enduring legend. It is now time to
turn our attention more pointedly to the mysteries of the Gothic
Church itself.

Gothic Christianity

Christianization of the Goths
From their first contact with the Romans some Goths interacted

positively with them and some became Christians when they crossed
into the Empire. But early on they remained a small minority and were
mostly limited to commoners and slaves as well as the descendants of
slaves or captives.

The most important figure in the early history of Christianity among
the Germanic peoples is Ulfilas (311-383). His name is also recorded in
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Greek as OuAxjnAaq. His mother was a Cappadocian captured by the
Goths in a raid into the Empire in 214, his father was a Goth. He was
raised as a Christian among the Visigoths and went to Constantinople to
study Christian doctrine. At that time Christian teachings were
dominated by the Arian version of theology and Christology then
supported by the Emperor Constantius II. The Arian doctrine itself is
named after Arius of Alexandria, who lived in the early part of the 4th
century CE. The Arian doctrine mainly contradicted that of the Roman
Catholic teachings concerning the dogmas surrounding the Trinity—
that God was One "in Three persons." In other words God was one and
three at the same time, without in any way compromising his unity. In
contrast to the latter, Arianism stated that the Father came before the
Son, the Son (logically!) emanated from the Father and that the Holy
Spirit was a third term in a triad of divinity. This doctrine was
officially declared a heresy in the church following the Council of
Nicea (325), but the doctrine lived on sporadically in the East for many
decades. In any event, most experts on the religions of the early
Christian Goths agree that the form of Christianity practiced by the
Goths was not even true Arianism, but rather it had to be an essentially
Gothic form of religion and a sort of syncretism between Christian and
non-Christian elements in Gothic culture.

Ulfilas was made bishop in 341 and undertook a mission among the
Gothic peoples as well as other ancient Germanic folk. By 395 most of
the Visigothic realm could be characterized as at least nominally
Christian. The genius behind Ulfilas' mission was his translation of the
Christian Bible into vernacular Gothic, the apparent use of popular
tunes set to Christian words in the liturgy (also performed in Gothic),
and the preservation of other Germanic elements in the Gothic church.
We will review all of this in somewhat more detail later. The Arian
doctrine itself provided the theoretical or doctrinal distinction between
the Germanic and Roman cultures which was necessary for the Goths to
be able to embrace Christianity at all. At first this was effective, but
over time it would prove to be the political downfall of the Goths.

As a result of the mission of Ulfilas, the Ostrogoths were nominally
Christianized (between 405 and 450). Earlier, the other major East
Germanic tribes, the Vandals and Burgundians, were also nominally
converted to Arianism just before 400 CE. Other southern Germanic
tribes were also affected by the Gothic mission, e.g. the Alemanni,
Bavarians and Thuringians, but it cannot be said they were actually
Christianized at that time.

Among the Goths themselves this mission was sometimes met with
hostile opposition. Between 368 and 372 the Visigothic king Athanaric
tried to drive Christianity — both Roman and Arian — out of his
kingdom. Christianity was opposed on two grounds: 1) it was feared
that it would destroy folk-solidarity and 2) it was seen as "Roman
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religion" and the Goths generally remained suspicious of things Roman.
But the Gothic Christian movement was to a large extent successful due
to the characteristics instituted by Ulfilas. The religion of the Goths was
clearly neither orthodox Christianity, nor doctrinally bound to
Arianism. Although on a superficial level they ceased adhering to
traditional Germanic religion, it was essential that they maintain their
cultural independence from the Romans. They did this by retaining
many features of their native traditions.

Tenets of the Gothic Church
Specific beliefs which separated the Goths from other Christians are

difficult to rediscover. There must have been many, since the religion
of the Goths was so despised by the Roman Catholics. Chief among
these differences was the previously mentioned Arian teaching
contradicting the dogma of the Trinity. Biblically the doctrine of Anus
is well-supported by the clear statement in John 14.28, when the Son
actually says: "I am going to the Father, because the Father is greater
than I am." Arianism is further supported by logic and philosophical
consistency. The Orthodox position only had the advantage of
appearing to solve the problem of "polytheism." The Goths simply
continued being polytheists— maintaining a plurality of religious value
centers and not persecuting their fellow religionists for having different
beliefs and practices from themselves.

Ulfilas left behind a personal Credo which was recorded shortly
before his death by a certain Auxentius. It reads:

I believe there to be only one God, uncreated and
invisible. And (I believe) in his only begotten Son, our
Lord and God, the architect and fashioner of all
creatures, to whom there is no one who is similar,
Therefore there is one God, the Father, who is the God
of our God.

This document may at first appear confusing. Is there one god or two?
The answer seems to be there are at least two named here. The "one
God" (Lat. unus Deus) is tantamount to the Platonic or Neo-Platonic
concept of the One, the Good, the Light, etc. This entity is the
Absolutum. This is the God of another God, called the Son— who is
clearly cast in the role of the demiurge, the God who fashions all of
creation as an intermediary between the Absolute and creation itself.
The Absolute, or the Good, or the Light is the God of the Son. The
Good is absolute and transcendent. The Son is Creative. The Holy
Spirit is the Plan of Creation, the World-Soul.

The tenets of the ancient Gothic Church partook of not only
Christian elements, but also of pagan Greek philosophy and pre-
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Christian Germanic tradition. The inner teachings of the church can be
understood from a thorough understanding of all the subjective
elements we have discovered in this study. Some also insist on the idea
that the Gothic Church has survived underground to this day. Upon this
idea the current Gothic Church of God is founded.

It is likely that the secret teaching of the Gothic church was that
Jesus was not co-eternal with God, that God was an abstract principle,
and that the Son was a heroic god-man, who became god-like as a
result of two things: 1) his noble [semi-divine] ancestry and 2) his own
heroic efforts. The function of the church was to further this teaching
and continue the tradition founded by the Lord among the Goths. Jesus
may or may not have died on the cross— it is more likely that the
Goths taught that he survived the ordeal, as Wodans/Gauts might have
done, and continued his line of divine ancestry elsewhere.

Ritual of the Gothic Church

The ritual or liturgy of a church is a complex thing. It includes how
time is arranged for ritual, the space in which the ritual is conducted, as
well as the actual form of the actions and words performed during the
rite. Only a few fragments of this information remains to us today. The
records of the Gothic Church were largely destroyed by the Roman
Catholics over the years.

We know fairly little of the Gothic religious calendar. A fragment of
a calendar survives on one leaf of manuscript (Milan, Ambrosiana
Codex p. 36 sup. + Turnin Theca F IV 1, Frag X). This fragment
covers 23 October to 30 November. November is also called fruma
jiuleis, fore-yule, in Gothic. This shows a survival of pagan
terminology, as Yule is a common Germanic term for the festival
which occurred around the winter solstice. We know nothing of the
Gothic Church's attitude toward Yule itself, other than the name was
still used after the Goths had been nominally Christianized. "Christmas"
was not observed by the early Christian church at all. It was only with
Germanic influence that this time of year required special celebratory
activity. The Gothic calendar shows memorial days not only for well-
known early Christian saints, but also for specifically Gothic martyrs to
persecution and for the Emperor Constintius II, who had been a friend
of the Goths. It should also be noted that the Gothic Church observed
the sabbath on Saturday, hence the Old High German weekday name
sabaztac ("sabbath-day"), which found its way into areas of Germany
where the Gothic missionary activity was felt. This is also why one
finds Samstag for Saturday in southern Germany even today, whereas
in the north Sonnabend is heard.
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The Gothic Alphabet

The alphabetic system which, according to church historians
Sozomenos and Philostorgius, was created by Ulfilas appears in table
3.3 below. It was used to write the Gothic translation of the Bible made
by Ulfilas, but went beyond this to be used in subsequent, now mostly
lost, Gothic texts.

Table 3.3: The Gothic Alphabet

1
a

2
b

3
g

4
d

5
e

6
q

7
z

8
h

9
b

Table 3.4: The Greek Alphabet

1
10
i

K

20
k

A

30
1

M

40

m

N

50
n

q
60

j

n
70
u

n
80

P

M
90

—

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

r s t w f ch hj o —

As can be seen from the table, the Gothic system accounted for
sounds as well as numbers. In this it followed Greek tradition, seen in
table 3.4. When Greek letters were meant to be used as numbers, Hn \
were followed by a diacritical mark, e.g. cc' = 1. Similarly, a Got In .
letter, when contained within points, e.g. •£• = 1, indicates a numU i
and not a sound. However, the fact that sounds and numbers were l » « n l i
represented with the same system leads to the natural symbolli
conclusion that numbers can be sounds, and sounds numbers on m
esoteric level.

As far as the origins of the individual Gothic letters are concerned,
the majority are clearly based on Greek letter-shapes, e.g. ^ <— A. II

<— B, F 4- T, A. «- 8. However, a few are based on Roman letters: It

<— h, ft «- R, S <— S. While some appear derived from old Germanic

runes, e.g. <|l <- K , Q <- *, n 4- h, }: <- r, ft <- A. Also Hi*

numeral sign for 900 is the same as the ancient t-rune (^), which

for the god Teiws (ON Tyr). .T. = 300, t = 3x300 = 900 .
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The admixture of these three cultural monuments, i.e. the three
different writing systems — Greek, Roman and runic — tells us
Nomething about the spiritual and cultural matrix of Ulfilas' ideas in
I'cneral. It was a mixture of Germanic (Gothic), Greek and Roman. In
Ihis, however, the Greek probably took the dominant conscious role,
willi Roman material taking a secondary place. The native Gothic
Nuhstratum, however, must have taken a dominant subcultural and
unconscious role.

The Greek alphabetic characters have names, but these are merely
NI Hind- formulas based on the Semitic names of the letters, e.g. alpha <—
.« / • ' / . hcta <— beth, gamma <— gimel. From a 9th or 10th century
iiuimscript , called the Salzburg- Vienna Alcuin-manuscript, there is a
in-old of the names of the Gothic letters — amazingly these reflect for
(he most part the names of the ancient Germanic runes. As this
iinmiiscr ipt dates from several centuries after the disappearance of the
..... I H C language in the west, it is somewhat of a mystery as to how they

...... l<> be recorded. This manuscript could have been derived from an
" l i l r i one, which came in the Austrian region from either the Visigothic
i 1 1 U M I v of southern France, or from formerly Ostrogothic Italy.

A complete chart of the Gothic system of numbers, sounds, letter-
»l i i i |M-s , names and meanings of the names, appears in table 3.5. It will
i Muled that the form of the names recorded from the Salzburg-Vienna

i i oheii appear mangled. This is perhaps to be expected in a
I I N C I i |>t written at a time so far removed from the time when Gothic

i .it l ua l ly being spoken, and living informants, if they still existed,
i have been scarce. The odd spellings are generally explicable in

In mi t i l old English and Old High German scribal practices, and since
H||||N|I and German scribes were largely responsible for collecting

MIMC manuscripts at the time, this is to be expected.
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Table 3.5: The System of the Gothic Alphabet

I II III IV
No. Sound Shape Name

V VI
Normalized Translation
Name of Name

1
2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

a

b

g
d
e

q(u)
z

h

1)
i

k

1

m

n

j
u

P
—

r
s

t

w

f
x(ch)
ro

0

A
B

r
&
6

U
Z

h
ty
11
K
A
M

N

q
n
n
M
f<
s
T

Y
F
X
o
ft

aza

bercna

geuua

daaz

eyz

quertra

ezec

haal

thyth

iiz

chozma

laaz

manna

noicz

gaar

uraz

pertra

• —

reda

sugil

tyz

uuinne

fa
enguz

uuaer

utal

*ahsa

*bairkan

giba

dags

*aibjs

*qairpra

*aiz

*hagl

biub

*eis

*kusma

*lagus

manna

*naubs

jer

*urus

*pa(rbra

—

*raida

sauil

*teiws

*winjalwunja

faihu

*iggws

*hxu'r

*opal

axel

birch-twig

gift

day

horse

bait/bore hole

metal, coin

hail

the good

ice
sore

water

man, human

need

year

aurochs

pear-tree (?)

—

wagon

sun

god

meadow/joy

riches

a man

kettle

ancestral

property
900 —
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The first column of table 3.5 indicates the numerical value of the
letter, the second shows the shape of the Gothic letter and the third
column indicates the basic phonetic value of conventional transcription
of the letter into the Roman alphabet. The fourth column shows the
letter-name as recorded in the Salzburg-Vienna manuscript, while the
fifth records the Gothic word corresponding to the name either as the
word appears in attested texts, or as the word has been linguistically
reconstructed. Reconstructed forms are preceded by an asterisk. The last
column is a translation of the name.

It is likely, given the contemporaneous learned Greek attitudes
toward sound, number and meaning that the fact that the Gothic system
provides for a clear and meaningful correspondence between these three
categories — sound-number-meaning — that this symbolic opportunity
lo extract mysterious meanings hermeneutically would not have gone
nncxploited by the originator or subsequent users of this system.
Additionally, such attitudes might have been re-imported into the rune-
using culture of the north after the 4th century from this Gothic source.

It should also be noted that Ulfilas must have had a reason for
inventing a new system of writing for recording the Gothic language.
(iothic could have been written in Greek letters or Roman ones. Either
nl these two options would have brought the Goths inevitably closer to
the Imperial world and the mainstream of Christendom. Therefore it
run only be that Ulfilas, from the beginning, and for whatever
underlying reason, wanted to create a national (Gothic) tradition. In this
hr seems to have rejected the basic internationalist and universalistic
mission of the church as found in the Greco-Roman world. His mission
urems to have been an more mysterious one, even from the beginning.

('ertain past attempts to explain the esoteric meanings of the Gothic
Iriicis have been rather shallow. It is an obvious error to assume that
I "i die Goths using these letters, the signs were thought of merely as
milisiitutes concealing the ancient rune-lore of the pre-Christian Goths.
To do so is to ignore the obvious contribution of Hellenistic lore
• "MinTlcd to the stoicheia ("elements/letters") of the Greek alphabet.
While the names appear to be largely Gothic (Germanic) in origin, the
iwii ie i ica l system is primarily Greek. Both have a bearing on the
Molrik- quality of the Gothic letter.

I lei ore discussing the esoteric meanings of the Gothic letters it
u l i i n i l i l lie noted that some of them appear to be intentional re-namings,
I v *(///.«/, "axle" for *ansuz, "ancestral god"; biup, "the good" for
/•to Mn/. "giant"; and ezec (?) apparently for *elhaz, "elk." Krause

K, p. 66) notes that Old Norse elgr, "elk" is used as a byname for
" • I N I ( Wodans). These would then all appear to be examples of the
1 I ' l i ' . l i i m Ulifas avoiding what were obviously pagan "religious"

1 n'liccs. It is curious to note in this vein that he does not seem to
IMVC iivoided the use of *teiws, which might mean that this word had
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been revalorized with Christian connotations, although it is not used in
the extant portions of the translation of the Gothic Bible. Even more
remarkable is the apparent "Christianizing" of the name *iggws (<-
*ingwaz), which originally meant "the Earth-God," and in the system
of Ulfilas seems to have been made to stand for Jesus Christ himself.

The Esoteric Meanings of the Gothic Letters

/V 1 A

The reconstructed Gothic letter-name, *ahsa, indicates an axle or
axis— a shaft or pole which turns, and around which something, sucli
as a wheel or the vault of heaven, turns. This concept was important all
the way back to Indo-European times and the migratory Goths, who
often lived in wagons, understood the hidden meaning of the concept
very well. The older, pagan, name was ansus— ancestral sovereign
god. This god is the source of the people and their support. Old Norsf
ass (the corresponding Norse rune-name) could also mean the main
roof beam of a house. The One is the source of all things and the
support of all. *Ahsa is the One, which is both everything and nothing
at once.

B 2 B

*Bairkan, birch-twig, is the letter denoting the concept of nature,
the dyad which follows the monad of 1. As the birch was a traditional
instrument not only of judicial chastisement, but also an instrument
used to raise the natural forces of fecundity— both through flagellation
— it can be seen that this the perfect complex symbol of nature in all
her guises. The dyad is Nature in motion and dynamic growth.

As a side note this letter can have nothing to do with the hew
esoterically. The word "bear" is a euphemism (meaning "brown-on< i
and is not related to the hidden name of the bear— which would luivt
been related to the Latin ursus, e.g. the Old Norse proper name Vi <
"she-bear."

T3T

Giba is the same word as found in the old rune-name. However,
the Arian Goths it had definite connotations of a divine or spiritual y
which endowed the recipient with spiritual powers or abilities. Hi
can be the gifts of the Holy Spirit, the third person in the triad, Fath
Son, and Holy Spirit. For the Arians, who maintained the l < >
relationship among these three "persons," the third was the provi<l<
knowledge (yvcocnq, kunbi) and the mean between all extremes.
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A.4A

"Day" is the meaning of the fourth Gothic letter. Its quadratic
symbolism is further reinforced by the old runic shape N. The Old
English Rune Poem states that "day is a sending of the lord, dear to
men, glorious light of the creator, mirth and hope to the prosperous and
lo the poor, of benefit to all." This indicates that the concept was one of
universal benefit to all men. In the Greek numerical lore of the time it
was considered the key of nature and the "nature of change."

65E

The name of this letter, *aihs, means "horse." The Goths became
expert horsemen. They learned their skills on the steppe from the
Scythians and Sarmatians. The association between the Goths and
horses was so strong that the word goti in Old Norse could even mean
"a horse." In Greek number-lore the pentad is associated with the
manifestation of justice and marriage, and it is called "the immortal."
In Germanic lore the horse is seen as symbolic of the power which
carries the soul from one level of being to the next.

116-

The manuscript form of the name quertra has been reconstructed as
*</i///y>ra, which some have defined as "bait" (Krause 1968), others as a
i' i Imical term for the bore-hole in which a fire-producing vertical stick
In placed. (Schneider 1956, pp. 142-7) The hexad in Greek symbolic
ii i i i l imct ic indicates the form of forms, order, reconciliation, health and
i" i l irlion. It is tempting to see fire symbolism in this letter, as the
» l * l h rime in thefubark is kenaz, "torch."

Z 7 Z

( ) l all the letter-names this is the most problematic. The manuscript
i M I l i l he read ezec or ezet. This is difficult to reconstruct as a Gothic
* i ii 11 I t seems likely that the first part of the word corresponds to
l u i l i u +aiza, "copper," "bronze" or "brass." It occurs in the words aiz,
Kiin" and aizasmiba, "coppersmith." The seven is the heptad, which

I I lie meaning of fortune and due measure (Gk. Kcupo<;).
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